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The other way of team building 

 

We are associates of Robert Bosch Car Multimedia in Hildesheim. We all work in the 
Department of Product Controlling and Business Unit Controlling, responsible for the 
controlling of all products and Business Units in Car Multimedia worldwide. Every year, we 
do a team event. We usually do competing team events like go kart driving, room escape etc. 
This year, we decided not to compete but to work together: in a social activity.  
 

 
 
We came in contact with FLUX and the operators of the FLUX-Café in Senking Street in 
Hildesheim. Decades ago, this building has been the training facility (technical and industrial 
training) of Blaupunkt. The FLUX-Café is highly frequented and that has become visible over 
time: the formerly white walls are gray and littered with holes and cracks. This Café needs a 
renovation! And we Controllers with a sedentary job need some movement! 
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No numbers and tables, but brushes, spatulas and paint! 
 
So, arrangements with FLUX were made and event preparations were done. In the usual 
Controller’s manner we planned the resources: a list of required materials and a list of 
sequential working steps. On a windy January morning it was time to “implement the 
measure”. The day flew by fast with repairing pin boards, filling in cracks and holes, pre-
painting walls, painting and cleaning. The FLUX volunteers supported us with sandwiches 
and coffee. They are happy about the renovation, we received verbal and telephone 
acknowledgments. Even today, we are still impressed by the joy we created just by our team 
event. And besides the good feeling of having done something good, some of us got the 
desire to beautify their own four walls in the near future. 
 
I personally hope that we stay in touch and more activities will come.  
 
Andrea Friedel 
Director Product Controlling and Business Unit Controlling 
Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH  
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